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A collection of 'Dad Jokes'. Pizza delivery customers repeatedly said, "You should write a

book." This continues the book series. We trust you will enjoy the jokes, and will want to share

them with your family and friends. Expect a new book every few months.

About the Author--This text refers to the library edition.
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Would You Like a Joke?Book 3A ‘Dad Joke’ collectionDave AndersonCopyright –

DisclaimerThese jokes are intended to be enjoyed and shared by the readers. Please do not

try to profit directly from the use of this original material.DISCLAIMER: All jokes originate with

the Author. Any joke heard elsewhere is coincidental.Introduction �With a twinkle in his eye, and

a smirk on his face, everyone knew a joke was on the way. This is how my father introduced

me to the world of humor. His mother introduced her family to humor, and it was shared by

Glen and his five sisters. �His two younger sisters were well practiced in the craft. When the

girls got going, they could keep the family laughing for hours. Precious family memories. �The

goal of this book, is to give the readers some jokes that they can enjoy, and share with others.

Humor and laughter are good medicine.ENJOY!Acknowledgments �Most parents agree: parents

should embarrass their children. My children say that I took the embarrass idea to the

extreme. Admittedly, that is probably true. �As I deliver pizza, my Manager gives me the

freedom to offer my customers a joke at the door. This has allowed me to practice and refine

my jokes, while providing a more personal service than normal and expected.DedicationMy

buddy, Tom, passed away recently. It was always nice to talk to Tom, and to visit with him.Tom

always had a positive attitude. I appreciated that he liked my jokes. He encouraged me to

keep making up jokes, and he always tried to figure out the punch lines. He was good at

figuring them out, and helped me figure out some punch lines, too.Even as his strength was

fading away (and was likely in considerable pain), Tom continued to have a positive attitude

and to encourage me.Until we meet again Tom, thank you for your friendship and

encouragement.1Why did the prohibition era beer distributor wear Nancy Sinatra style boots?

To remind himself that he was a bootlegger.
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